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Look through the Glass and you will
Meet a man who prides himself on Customer
Service Excellence…….

TeleMaxCenter., we have proven ourselves to be one of the best lead generation and appointment setting, through telemarketing and telesales campaigns
designed to bring you maximum results. We can supply you and/or your salespeople with a constantly updated flow of targeted leads and/or appointments.
We offer two programs Full Time/Part Time at a flat rate of only $7 hour, no
hidden fees. Very straight forward program month to month contract just a 60
day commitment just to allow clients to get accustom to the flow of qualified
leads our Team will be sending them. On average it is 3 to 5 daily some or our
agents get 7 or more and sometimes 1 but we guarantee you will have solid
qualified leads daily. What has been evident right from the start of our campaign is the revenue that our customer save and overhead/operating expense.
I also can provide B2C,B2B data leads scrub several times to make sure it is clean
and up to date, we sell at a huge discounted rate of .08 cents per lead, min.
2,500.

We become a extension of you business you have full complete control of the agent(s), assigned to your campaign
100% transparency, all calls record for your listening, daily call log so you know that the agent is dialing the hours
you chosen, shared calendar so you will not be overlapped with appointment and this has been one of the most
valuable tool that we provide our clients with is our latest state of the art IM professional, secured technology,
which allows you and the dialer to be in touch with each other 24/7.
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TeleMaxCenter at work for you
Connecting your business to resources you need to generate new Business
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STAFFING SOLUTIONS

IT SUPPORT
SOLUTIONS


Our IT staff Is always
keeping our systems
running, maintained
and update. To fulfill
our customers needs at
any given time



We use all cloud base IT
support, so nothing of
our clients is lost our
exposed to hackers.



We invested in one of
the most secured Network security system to
assure our customer
their if info and material
is always safe and secure.

We take serious measure to assure that all our
agents are fully trained by a extensive 6 mth training program that we have everyone of our staff
take. And a continue training program in place so
that even our agents are fully knowledgeable in the
product/services account they are assigned to .

APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

We also have in place high security system in place
so our agents once clock in, they get right down to
business.
Pride our self in Team building, which develops
solid focus team, even implement physical fitness
session, so that they are always full of energy for
the time they are dialing for their client assigned
to.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

WEB SOLUTIONS

We design our process to fit your business
needs, with our remote access which
allows us to become an extension of your
business, which allows our clients to be in
constant communication with the agent
assigned to their account.

Our Clients with their busy schedules can
get access to our client web portal to
communicate our Admin staff or the
agent assigned to their account, we offer
live chat support, to fulfill all our clients
needs 24/7. We are strategily located to
cover every time zone, which is a huge
plus for our clients.

ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Our Admin team is always in close communication,
to make sure everyone of our clients gets full attention, and top quality services, and that our staff is
continually going through training which allows us
to constantly be update with every aspect of the
Telemarketing Industry demands, and the outcome
is always Customer Service Excellence………..

Our Clients from the first day they sign with us, our staff
are prepared at a dimes notice to meet our Clients needs,
even if their campaign is time sensitive, our system in
place allows us to meet our clients demands to beat there
schedule.
With our application process in place we use the most
noted software technology in the industry that makes our
setup process to get our Clients project in motion is a
seamless process to meet all our clients needs. In a timely
professional fashion.
Our Application Management team have many years experience in the industry and always on top of the latest
changes, and new software in the industry so that we are
constantly updated, to afford our clients a memorable
experience with TeleMaxCenter.

EBUSINESS SOLUTIONS
With technology to our clients can upload/download important documents, Data list in
a secure and private portal with there own private access., and make payments and
many other transactions we offer to our clients. One Stop Call Center…...

